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previously worked with Fox News as an opinion contributor and with media mogul Rupert Murdoch. Now he is running a full-fledged media campaign to drive his divisive personality to the top of the pack among the 2020 GOP field. He has pulled out of
the upcoming “Freedom Partners First Presidential Forum” this Saturday, opting instead to spend the weekend on Fox Business. Stone’s media team told the Hill that the event is the “wrong place for him to be right now.” But clearly Stone had already

decided this on Friday: Stone made no secret that he was leaving the donor gathering organized by the Freedom Partners Chamber of Commerce, and planned to stay home with the family to watch President Trump’s State of the Union address.
Stone’s campaign added: “We are thrilled to have so many big-name speakers and are excited about the high-quality television coverage to be provided by FNC.” Stone’s decision comes just days after Vice President Mike Pence went to California to
quietly appear on Fox News in a sit-down with Sean Hannity. Stone — who boasts plenty of Fox News connections — has also scheduled appearances on a wider range of Fox shows this weekend. On Sunday he will be on the Fox & Friends Weekend

show with hosts Brian Kilmeade and Anna Kooiman, and on the Fox News Sunday show with host Chris Wallace. Stone also remains quite active on Twitter, regularly making headlines on his
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